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sensitize them to cetacean's life and to improve their protection and preservation is whale-watching or swimming sessions with free dolphins. This alternative. 
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Preliminary considerations: context of the study The aim of this study was to get information and improve the methodology for getting insights on the “Effects of humans on dolphins during Humans-Dolphins encounters off the Azores”, the ultimate goal of the encounter being to swim with dolphins. The present study was conducted by a French association (association loi 1901, non profit organization), called Conscience Dauphins. Conscience Dauphins is devoted to -permit human and dolphin encounters, in a respectful and non intrusive approach, -teach people about cetaceans in order to make them respecting cetaceans and their environment, -develop scientific studies on the ethology of human and cetaceans encounters. The study was conducted by members of the association (Sophie Boyer, Aurélie Célérier, …) in the context of one of the recurrent swimming-with-dolphins’ sessions, from the 4th to the 11th of July 2003, off Pico Island. A special authorization was provided by the Portuguese Ministry of Tourism. It involved two boats (AquaAçores company) and fifteen participants, voluntary and informed of the current study. The observation of dolphins’ behaviour presents two main but essential difficulties: -marine environment, which is difficult to access by humans observers and in which it is difficult to use observation equipment; -general lack of knowledge about dolphins’ behaviours and their meaning. This preliminary study did not answer the aim because, a posteriori, the experimental conditions were not optimal for so (time, material, experimenters, …). Nevertheless the study suggests that each specie (Tursiops, Rissos, Commons) has its own behavioural signature during encounters with a boat and during swimming. A special methodology providing more information on the impact of humansdolphins encounters on dolphins is finally proposed.
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1. Introduction Humans are interested by approaching dolphins. This is to a point that dolphins are captured and put in marinlands. However, putting marine mammals in captivity may rather drive people to consider that this situation is normal rather than allowing people to become aware that a marine mammal suffers from being in captivity. An alternative to satisfy people for both their curiosity and pleasure, to sensitize them to cetacean’s life and to improve their protection and preservation is whale-watching or swimming sessions with free dolphins. This alternative requires a maximum of precaution to avoid as much as possible disturbing the cetaceans as it may not be totally free from any type of effects on the cetacean. Growing number of such types of sessions all over the world lead us to wonder about the real effects of human presence on dolphin behaviours. In the Açores, these types of eco-touristic activity is under restrictive law constrained such as providing an ethical and respectful approach of dolphins. Moreover, it is well known that dolphins are not reluctant to human encounters and often come and play at the boat’s stem.



2. Scope of the study The aim of the study was thus an attempt to identify and operate a first approach on the effect of humans on dolphins’ behaviour and to precise the most adapted methodology for answering this question. We focussed on two dimensions of dolphins’ behaviours, a qualitative one (any behaviour of moving away, approach or indifference) and a quantitative one (variety, duration and pattern of interactions). Other criteria of contextual nature may be taken into account such as dolphin species and the related number and composition of the group (notably presence of calves), current activity which can be related to the moment of the day, and finally the whale-watching or swimming situation.



3. Description of the study Days and location of the observations The experiment was planned from the 5th to the 10th. It was however conducted during the 6th, 7th, 8th and 10th of July, because the 4th one experimenter was sick and the 9th the weather was stormy. The experiment was hold off Pico Island.
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Subjects The dolphins species observed were Common dolphins (Delphinus Delphis), Stripped dolphins (Stenella Coerleoalba), Tursiops (Tursiops Truncatus) and Risso dolphins (Grampus Griseus).



Material One motor boat with height participants and one motor boat (see data analysis section for complementary information) with seven participants on board were involved in the study: two children (girls), one teenager (girl) and twelve adults between 18 and 50 years old (four males and height females). Their professional activity were as varied as student, speech therapist, computer consultant, trade executive manager, sports and dancing teacher, actress, tourist guide, psychologist, retired from the army and school teacher. They were all highly enthusiastic by encountering dolphins, by participating to the study (information was provided one month before the session and at the beginning of the session) and were swimmers. The participants were free to take part in, or to withdraw from, the observation. Sailors were informed of dolphins’ locations and species by in-land watches. The technical equipment for recording the interactions consisted in one camera used on board and one camera used underwater (the cameraman staying near the surface). Moreover, a datasheet for recording elements of dolphins’ behaviour observed on the surface was used daily by two scientific observers (one on each boat); another datasheet for recording participants observations were daily available for all participants, on board and off board.



Method The session consisted in one daily three hours trip. When dolphins were visible, the observer was supposed to note the species, the number of individuals encountered and their behaviour was registered (see annex 1). The same observer filmed the dolphins as soon as they could be seen. When the two authorized people went to the water, both them and the dolphins were filmed by this cameraman and the second cameraman filmed the swimmers and the dolphins underwater. Participants were supposed to fill in their personal form (their observations, see annex 2) when back on the boat or back on dry land.
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4. Data analyses We focussed on encounters of dolphins with humans. An encounter corresponds to a situation during which dolphins were close enough to attempt a diving session (dolphins were generally less than 50 meters away). There are two cases to reach such a situation: either the dolphins come to the boat or the boat comes to dolphins. The number of experimental day was limited to four days and the precise locations of the encounters were not collected. It was very difficult for the experimenter to complete the task planned: both observing dolphins’ behaviour near the boat and away (up to 500m) and recording on the datasheet the behaviour of the dolphins, and film. It was thus impossible to provide full exhaustivity of the whole situation; this constitutes a methodological bias of data collecting. Moreover, depending on the underwater visibility, wind and sea roughness, the films were in some cases difficult to exploit and evaluating distances and number of dolphins are more or less reliable. Finally, filling-in of forms was not systematically done by the participants: they were reluctant to filling the datasheets on board, as they were enjoying the encounters with dolphins. We combined these three types of data sources (films, observations from the boat by the experimenter, filling-in of forms by participants). As a consequence of the lack some equipment such as video cameras, cameramen and observers, data collected on one of the two boats are not reliable enough. We will thus consider here only the data coming from the conveniently equipped boat. At the end of the stay, one of the participants of this boat refused to be included in the study. We thus computed an index reflecting the gap between the data presented here, including all participants, and the data excluding that participant's data. Almost twice more dolphins were seen by that participant than the whole group including that participant. In the text, we show where the data have to be moderated accordingly by a mark : twice less. Finally, we include in the results and discussion sections few additional and complementary observations (“in italic”), coming from Sophie Boyer, president of the association Conscience Dauphins. She indeed stayed one week in November 1999, two weeks, June and September in 2001, three weeks in June and July 2002, and one and half month in 2003 in Pico Island, observing and swimming with dolphins. She also has a long experience in observing and swimming with dolphins around the world.
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5. Results Along the four days, the boat encountered 33 times a group of dolphins. These 33 encounters correspond to 15 different groups of dolphins. 7 groups were Common dolphins, 2 groups were Stripped and Common dolphins, 3 groups were Rissos and 1 was Tursiops. Out of the 33 encounters, in 16 cases (48.5 %) data were insufficient to be exploitable (missing data); in 17 cases (51.5%) observation data were detailed enough to cover the exhaustivity of the encounter situation1. The unexplainable data won’t be analyzed. Among the 17 encounters, five (29%) were not followed by a swimming session; 3 times the concerned dolphins were Commons and twice they were Rissos: they moved away or maintain a distance with the boat. Among the 17 encounters, in 12 cases (71%), a swimming session occurred; during these swimming sessions, for each individual diving, dolphins were seen in 87% of cases. Were concerned Communs in 8 cases, Rissos in 2 cases and Tursiops in 2 cases. The description of these encounters is presented below.



Analyses of the twelve encounters followed by a swimming session Characteristics of these encounters observed from the boat



Table 1 shows that these 12 encounters concerned 4 different groups of dolphins (Group: 1, 2, 3, 4). Moreover (not shown on Table 1), eight encounters concerned only 2 different groups of Commons, 2 encounters concerned only 1 group of Rissos and 2 encounters concerned only 1 group of Tursiops, (i.e. three species). For each of these 4 groups, Table 1 shows the moment of the day during which the boat went out, the weather and the sea conditions, the species encountered, the size and the activity of the group, the dolphins’ behaviour as observed from the boat and, finally the proportion of seentwice less dolphins during diving as a function of the size of the group observed from the boat.



Group



Time of the boat going out



Weather and wind



Sea conditions



Specie



Size



Activity



Observations from the boat During swimming session



Proportion of seen dolphins during diving as a function of the size of the group observed



twice less



from the boat 1



4:30 to 7:30 pm



Cloudy and force 2



Slight becoming slight to moderate



Common



30



Moving along Transient encounters and the dolphins go away a while after the swimmers entered the water. Few jumps. Hunting



Maintain their hunting activity and few individuals come towards the swimmers.



20%



twice less



12.5%



twice less



1 What do we consider as exploitable data is when the three types of data sources (films, observer and participants’ datasheet) first cover all the duration of the encounter and second corroborates each other.



8 Swimmers surrounded by dolphins. 2



4:00 to 7:00 pm



Sunny and force 2



Slight becoming slight to moderate



3 4



4:00 to 7:00 pm



Sunny and force 1



Slight



Common



20



Indetermined Turn around the boat at 1 to 4 m.



Risso



30



Socialization Dolphins approach at 5-10m of swimmers, dive and go away.



Tursiop



150



Moving along Gradually increasing number of then hunting individuals (from 100 to 200) moving along during 1h30 and joining up a place where a quarry takes place. Numerous and various jumps, hyperactive, scattered dolphins. Some draw very near the boat (inferior to 5m from boat and swimmers).



10%



10%



twice less



twice less



4.8%



twice less



Table 1: Characteristics of the twelve encounters followed by a swimming session.



The parameter in the column “Proportion of seen dolphins during diving as a function of the size of the group observed from the boat” includes data collected from the boat and from the participantstwice less. Distance of the dolphins when swimmers went into the water ranged from 5 to 25mtwice less.



Behaviour of dolphins observed underwatertwice less



The behaviour of each specie is shown on Table 2 according to their distance, position, movements, celerity and sounds. Species



Mean number of dolphins seen /session /swimmer



Distance



Remote



Common Risso Tursiops



4 3 7



14% 31% 0%



Position



Distinguishable Close



47% 69% 0%



39% 0% 100%



Movements



Below



Same level



B&F



Approach



Moving away



60% 31% 79%



40% 69% 21%



20.4% 12.5% 0%



0% 0% 100%



26.5% 87.5% 0%



Celerity



Staying Slow at the same distance 42.9% 49.2% 0% 87.5% 0% 100%



Sounds



Fast



Whistle



Click



Whistle + Click



None



50.8% 12.5% 0%



41.2% 50% 75%



17.6% 0% 0%



23.5% 0% 25%



17.7% 50% 0%



Table 2: Characteristics of the underwater encounterstwice less.



Additional information is provided below concerning the determination of these characteristics: 1.



Mean number of dolphins seen by session and by swimmer: because each swimming session involve two swimmers, it is impossible to distinguish if the number of seen dolphin by swimmer corresponds to the same or different dolphins-individuals. Because of this constraint, we decided to consider the number of dolphins-individuals and behaviour items as reported from the point of view of each swimmers. The synthesized data entered in this table have been elaborated according to this method. 2. Distance: this parameter corresponds to the distance between the swimmer and the dolphin(s); it is sorted out into three types: -remote: around 8 to 10 m; -distinguishable: around 5-9m; -close : 
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